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Abstract

**Background:** One of the efforts that solve complex real-world problems is to use an interdisciplinary approach. However, the contradictions among different disciplines and the absence of a theoretical model add to the difficulty of interdisciplinary activities. When interdisciplinary researchers face a complex problem, they need to integrate several different disciplines. It seems the first step in interdisciplinary activities is to have a theoretical model to understand and examine by what content and method the processes of integrating and crossing the disciplinary boundaries are done. The purpose of this study is to propose a new theoretical model for interdisciplinary development. It also show that a multilayered model can be formed based on the boundaries of scientific disciplines.

**Methods:** In this study, the critical review strategy of Carnwell and Daly has been used to synthesize the theoretical model using online databases. The method consists of 5 stages: defining the scope of the review, identifying the sources of relevant information, reviewing the literature, writing the review, and applying the literature to the proposed study.

**Results:** The results of this study showed for interdisciplinarity, the artificial boundaries of disciplines must be broken. Therefore, we first began to explain the disciplinary boundaries in 13 levels, then, we proposed interdisciplinary development by examining the views of the experts in this field and with the synthesis opinion of researchers of this study on each of the disciplinary boundaries of the multilayered model.

**Conclusion:** This model can effectively support interdisciplinary programs and can bring the goals of interdisciplinary programs closer to practical reality.
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Introduction

The 21st century will be known as a century in which the combination of disciplines becomes evident. Also, it will be recognized as a century of partnership, cooperation, and interdisciplinarity and as a century in which important questions about health, disease, actions, and recovery cannot be solved in terms of discipline or science. In other words, one type of discipline cannot meet the environmental needs and challenges (1).

Aboelela et al argued that “Merely bringing together different scholars from diverse disciplines with different aca-

↑What is “already known” in this topic:
According to the literature review, authors believe having a theoretical model for implementing interdisciplinary activities is essential. The review has confirmed the lack of a theoretical model or structure for implementing interdisciplinary activities.

→What this article adds:
Based on the views of the experts in this field and the synthesis opinion of researchers in this study, we have outlined and suggested a "multilayered model" of interdisciplinary development. It seems this model can operationally support interdisciplinary programs and bring the objectives of interdisciplinary programs closer to practical reality.
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demic degrees is not enough for interdisciplinarity of research." In his view, for a desirable interdisciplinary work, it is necessary to integrate disciplines, collect, analyze data, and make a conclusion in the research process regarding the conceptual framework development (2).

Also, according to the National Academy of Sciences, studies are interdisciplinary when the work done is not just to tie the 2 disciplines together and to produce a new product, but methods and ideas must be merged and combined in it (2).

Pirrie et al argue interdisciplinary researchers are academics working across their common disciplinary boundaries and even if they keep their focus on their disciplinary boundaries, they still benefit from the concepts and techniques of other disciplines. In any case, since they are working across the disciplinary boundaries, their work is considered to be interdisciplinary (3, 4).

Rogers et al express concern about the integration of disciplines. They believe that "many epistemological limitations make it difficult to achieve interdisciplinarity.” An example of such constraints is diverse analytic units, different opinions about reality, expectations, criteria, and value judgments (5).

According to Joseph Kockelmanns, our knowledge system has dangerous epistemological boundaries and classification, because each discipline has produced its own general framework, theories, and methods (6, 7).

The distinctive and complex differences and characteristics among different disciplines make the situation difficult for interdisciplinary actors. When interdisciplinary researchers encounter a complex problem, it may be necessary to integrate several opposing disciplines to examine the issue. Different disciplines have different boundaries that can cause problems when combined. By reviewing the interdisciplinary literature, we faced a challenge in this area: the lack of a theoretical model for interdisciplinary development, as no solution has been suggested yet. Our suggestion in this study is to design and synthesize a new theoretical model for interdisciplinary development to help actors in the field of interdisciplinarity to overcome the problems caused by the lack of a theoretical model by providing a new route.

Methods

In this study, the critical review method proposed by Carnwell and Daly has been used to present and synthesize a conceptual model of interdisciplinarity, which includes the following stages (8).

1. Defining the scope of the review;
2. Identifying the source of relevant information;
3. Reviewing the literature;
4. Writing the review;
5. Applying the literature to the proposed study;

As Carnwell and Daly (8) suggested in the "strategies for the construction of a critical review of the literature," we first defined the scope of the review. According to the researchers' belief that interdisciplinary ideas have been constructed based on disciplines, our review included 2 parts. The first was the review of the disciplinary concepts and the second to review interdisciplinary literature. A systematic search for texts was done in databases and related websites. After having screened and found related texts, we reviewed the original text of the articles to understand why and how to study. The results of this review both made us aware of the recent state of knowledge in the field of interdisciplinarity and clarified the existing gaps in theoretical knowledge as well as the methodological limitations in developing a relationship among disciplines. Ultimately, efforts in reviewing the literature, and researchers’ opinions have led to the synthesis and presentation of a theoretical model of disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity for interdisciplinary actors.

The stages of critical review are as follow:

1. Defining the scope of the review: In this study, it was aimed to review the views of scholars on the criteria of scientific discipline to extract the criteria that have the most similarity with the discipline to propose a theoretical model for interdisciplinary development with the recognition of the disciplinary boundaries.

2. Identifying the source of relevant information: Given that this study aimed to achieve a theoretical model for interdisciplinary development, we first need to consider the criteria of the scientific disciplines for the precise identification of this model. Thus, we first critically reviewed the disciplinary criteria and then proposed a theoretical model. The resources were identified through a systematic and comprehensive search of texts using the Google Scholar, ERIC, PubMed, Web of science, Embase for relevant publications up to 2016.

The keywords used in our search strategy were "discipline boundaries", "discipline definitions", "discipline discrimination", "discipline framework".

Then, the key words "interdisciplinarity theory", "interdisciplinarity model", and "interdisciplinarity framework" were used separately for each boundary we had defined. Time of publication was not a concern. The reviewing process was repeated to ensure lack of exclusion of any single article unintentionally. In the reviewing process, duplicate studies were excluded as well as those whose title or abstract were irrelevant to the study subject. Also, some articles were also excluded due to lack of access to their full-text.

Article with the following criteria were included: (1) articles published in English and Persian; and (2) studies with interdisciplinarity approaches. If an article provided a theory which was out of our defined boundaries or was a case report, it was excluded.

3. Reviewing the literature: At this stage, the researcher briefly examined the abstract and original text of the articles to understand why and how those studies were performed. The primary screening was done by examining the titles to remove the unrelated sources. Then, the abstracts and texts of the articles were studied and the articles which had the criteria and characteristics of the discipline were selected and their full texts were studied. Research papers or articles in languages other than Persian and English were removed at this stage.

The articles and texts used in the study were prioritized according to their relevance to the research objectives and
the rate of citations. One of the limitations of this study was the use of English articles and inaccessibility to some databases.

4. Writing the review: The results of this study were prepared in 2 parts. The first part focuses on explaining the boundaries of the academic discipline and the second introduces the multilayered model of interdisciplinary development.

5. Applying the literature to the proposed study: Finally, the review of the literature, along with the opinions and synthesis of researchers, has led to the synthesis and presentation of a multilayered model for interdisciplinary development.

Results

Stage 1. A multilayered model of discipline: The review in the first stage of the study showed interdisciplinary authors believe the focus of interdisciplinary activities is on the integration of different disciplines (7, 9, 10).

Also, the importance of the position and role of the scientific disciplines in interdisciplinary activities, identifying, and explaining the disciplinary boundaries help identify the aspects separating disciplines and establish a model for interdisciplinary activities. Therefore, before breaking boundaries between different disciplines, it is necessary to envision a clear theoretical framework or a model of the disciplinary boundaries.

Various disciplinary boundaries or levels have been defined and explained by Cohen (1970), Fouco (1980), Bashar (1989), Booker (2003), Zeustock (2007), Davies and Dolin (2007), Krishnan (2009), Ken Fuchsmann (2009), Jo Morgan (2002), Howard Gardner (2000), Klein (1990), Bunge (1983), and David Rousseau et al (2016) (1-10). In this study a multilayer model of scientific disciplines is presented in the form of pyramids through reviewing, integrating, and generalizing view points and descriptions of disciplines. In this pyramid-shaped model, base (or substructure) boundaries are placed at the bottom of the model and the superstructures at the top. This model includes 13 main layers and 37 sublayers. Each layer shows an area of scientific discipline. The definitions of each main or sublayer are as follow (Fig. 1):

1) A philosophical background

i. Ontological assumptions: To our knowledge, it is the phenomenon for which thinkers within the scope of a discipline consider an existence, and it is the subject of recognition and intervention in that discipline.

ii. Epistemological assumptions: Any knowledge which can be assumed by the thinkers of that discipline about the phenomena or subject matter in one discipline; eg, the explanation, description, definition, and justification.

iii. Methodological assumptions: Any form of inquiry by scholars of discipline is considered comprehensive for acquiring knowledge.

iv. Semantic assumptions: The range of semantic meanings and labels provided by scholars of a discipline on the phenomena or the subject matter of the discipline and the relationships among them.

v. Axiology: Anything assumed by scholars as a desirable end for the phenomenon or subject matter in a discipline is considered to have a cognitive value. The effort of scientific activities in one discipline will ultimately lead to a desirable goal.

2) Culture

i. Customs/ social behavior: Set of rules or traditions that govern the relationships among individuals in the

---

Fig. 1. The multilayered model of boundaries of a scientific discipline
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Scientific community of a discipline.

i. Norms: A set of values that are abstracted from the normative behavior of scientific actors within the scope of a single discipline.

3) Language

i. Terminology: The terms used to make a scientific relationship among scientific actors within the scope of a discipline.

ii. Anthology: The semantic system that dominates the collection of scientific vocabulary in one discipline.

4) Focus

i. The domain of discourse: A set of scientific subjects that is the main concern of the discipline and it is the main subject of thinking, effort, and interaction.

ii. Problematics: A set of main issues that are the subject of the researchers in a discipline, the desired integrity in the phenomenon, or the subject of a discipline are achieved by solving these problems.

iii. Priorities: Important issues that are determined to identify goal-setting and intervention on the phenomena of a given discipline, and they are the basis for the research orientation in a discipline.

5) The aim

i. Cognitive goals: A set of goals that are determined in relation to the recognition of the actual state of phenomena of the subject of a discipline. The realization of these goals leads to the full knowledge of the phenomena and their behaviors in the natural state.

ii. Practical goals: A set of goals that are determined for potential intervention on the phenomenon to achieve the desired condition of the phenomenon.

iii. Moral goals: A set of goals that are determined by considering cognitive value assumptions regarding the desired state of phenomena discussed in a discipline.

6) Fund of knowledge

i. Theories: A set of consonant propositions (regular, clear, and organized) that are used to describe, justify, and predict the behavior of a phenomenon.

ii. Descriptive knowledge: A form of knowledge that is about the behavior of phenomena in its real framework.

iii. Prescriptive knowledge: A form of knowledge that is used to intervene and change the behavior of a phenomenon in a discipline toward desirable behavior.

iv. The contractual knowledge: The desirable condition of a phenomenon in a discipline.

7) Knowledge human resources

i. Faculty members: Individuals who are able to understand deeply the phenomena and problem-solving specific to that discipline using a collection of codified knowledge and acquisition of tactic knowledge.

ii. Knowledge seekers-students: They are ones who acquire knowledge and experience in each discipline and advance from the marginal position to the pivotal position in a discipline through the acquisition of academic qualifications and the formation of scientific identity over time.

8) Knowledge institutions

i. Organizations: arrangements, formal and observational frameworks by which scientific actors in a discipline deal with scientific activities.

ii. The communication network: frameworks that link the broad range of scientific actors in a discipline to different scientific organizations.

iii. Teams: A set of scientific actors in a discipline that deals with scientific coordination activities with a common scientific objective.

9) Knowledge activities

i. The production of knowledge/research: A form of scientific activity whose purpose is to add the current knowledge about the phenomena discussed in a discipline.

ii. Knowledge management: All activities in a discipline to summarize, integrate, and localize knowledge. The purpose of knowledge management is to acquire different knowledge products that can be used by knowledge users in a discipline.

iii. The knowledge transfer/education: The process of knowledge transfer and the development of qualifications and the formation of scientific identity in the learners of discipline, and it is usually managed by the scientists in that field.

iv. The knowledge distribution/marketing: The process of publishing and transferring, ensuring access, increasing the understanding, and facilitating the use of knowledge by knowledge users in a discipline.

v. Knowledge application: Projects, services, and knowledge crystallization suggested in a discipline in the form of services, provided services, or manufactured products.

10) Knowledge resources

i. Periodical publications that are produced in any discipline for the transfer of foreground knowledge and published by researchers.

ii. Textbooks: Publications that are produced to transfer background knowledge in a discipline and published by researchers.

iii. A database: A collection of structured information that is generated for archiving and indexing knowledge in a discipline. It provides the knowledge for the scientific actors through search engines.

11) Knowledge related events

i. Seminar: A kind of academic education, which is provided by an academic institution. Participants will discuss a specific issue in a discipline to get more and deeper information about it and obtain new results.

ii. The conference: A variety of gatherings that are organized with official agenda for discussion, negotiation, consultation, or exchange of information to find a solution and settle a specific problem in a discipline.

12) Knowledge-based value addition

i. Economic values: The financial added value through the provision of services, knowledge, or the sale of knowledge products in a particular discipline.
ii. Nonfinancial values: They are achieved through the use of knowledge generated in a discipline at the community level, such as justice and sustainability development.

13) Stewardship

i. Implementing standards: To ensure the integrity of individuals, functions, and the accountability of the larger scientific and social community, each discipline requires institutions to evaluate different functions in accordance with standards by organizing, monitoring, and accrediting them to achieve the goals of a discipline.

ii. Setting a standard: An institution or position that is responsible for policymaking, prioritization, strategic planning, and regulation to determine the quality and desirable characteristics of graduates of each discipline to create new knowledge, protect and transfer ideas through writing, teaching, and use of discipline.

Stage 2. Proposing a multilayered model for interdisciplinarity

Our goal is to formulate a theoretical model framework for interdisciplinary activities. Thus, it is essential to deeply understand based on what model individuals with distinct disciplinary boundaries come up with consensus or consider the opinions of their colleagues for a meta-disciplinary problem-solving.

Although the implementation of the interdisciplinary plan is rare in the form of a theoretical framework, the results of some studies indicate philosophers, writers, and experts in this field have focused on interdisciplinary distinctions and considered a theoretical model necessary to build a more comprehensive and common view.

A multilayered model, which is based on bridging among disciplinary boundaries, is a good model to understand associations between different disciplines for interdisciplinary activities. This model is presented in Figure 2.

1) Philosophical Background

A study was conducted on papers and researches of Schmidt (13), Little (14), Miller et al (15), Miller and Mansilla (16). Although they showed in interdisciplinary programs philosophy is effective in analyzing and classifying interdisciplinarity, they did not define the interaction and integration of philosophical assumptions of the discipline clearly. To our knowledge, ontological assumptions, any knowledge of phenomena, methodological principles, semantic assumptions, and the assumption of the cognitive value that are the philosophical presuppositions of a discipline must be understood and integrated into interdisciplinarity. In other words, understanding the philosophical presuppositions in each of the disciplines is an essential prerequisite for understanding and developing interdisciplinarity.

2) Culture

Ylijoki (17), Wesselink (18), Klein (19), in their studies, stated normative choices play an important role in interdisciplinary research. In general, they have studied cultural differences in interdisciplinary research. Although we agree with their statements, we emphasize interdisciplinary actors should make changes in the behaviors and values that govern relationships between them and cross characteristics of the cultural boundary, including customs/ social behavior, and disciplinary norms, to create a new cultural boundary.
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3) Language

Various authors such as Wear (20), McCallin (21), Monteiro and Keating (22), Schnieder and Wegener (23) referred to the specific language of a scientific discipline and believe each scientific discipline develops its linguistic requirements. Different disciplines need a common language to use their findings so that the readers of various disciplines can understand them. Disciplines are often written in their own language and terminology, which can be incomprehensible or even misleading for unfamiliar readers. To our knowledge, each scientific discipline creates knowledge and forms a theoretical system. In this theoretical system terminology and ontology are used for scientific communication among scientific actors within the scope of the discipline. Undoubtedly, the development of linguistic capabilities, linguistic communication, and common language is essential in interdisciplinary interactions, and the stronger and deeper the communication, the greater the possibility of integrating various disciplines.

4) Focus

Vosskamp et al (24), noticed 5 points related to the meaning and purpose of interdisciplinarity. First, interdisciplinary collaboration creates new opportunities for new and constructive combinations. Second, the interdisciplinary focus is on the solutions of major issues, such as peace or the environment. Third, interdisciplinary activities focus on the unity of disciplines. Fourth, nowadays, the unification of scientific disciplines reflects itself as science. Fifth, research on discipline and interdisciplinarity is a key factor in the production of knowledge. These issues are important for understanding the structure and the way interdisciplinary activities are performed, as the concern of solving complex problems in the world needs to integrate topics of several scientific disciplines. Problems that occur simultaneously in some scientific disciplines and do not fall within the specific framework of a scientific discipline should be in line with the goals of interdisciplinarity. On the other hand, integrated research is increasingly used to solve widespread and complex social problems. Their focus is on crossing disciplinary boundaries to generate new knowledge and theory and to achieve a common research goal. It means the research question should be defined and prioritized commonly and the answer can be achieved through the knowledge integration of different disciplines.

5) Aim

Fischer (25), Stein (26), and Mansilla (10) supported the complex and hierarchical qualifications of interdisciplinary activities, because they are problem-centered and encounter social values and virtues proportional to requirements of cognitive and social knowledge. Briefly, considering the criteria provided by each discipline and demonstrating the existence of cognitive, practical, and moral goals in each discipline, 3 characteristics of the aim boundary should be used in the integration of scientific disciplines: first, cognitive goals should be used to understand the actual state of phenomena, full recognition of phenomena, and their behavior in a natural state. Second, practical goals are a set of goals for the potential intervention on the phenomenon to achieve a desirable situation and an end. Third, moral goals are a set of goals that take into account cognitive value assumptions related to the desired condition of phenomena.

6) Fund of Knowledge

Van den Besselaar and Heimeriks (27), Sawa (28), and Aram (29) offer a completely different organization of knowledge acquisition. They believe as society needs more applied knowledge, the combination and integration of knowledge of various scientific disciplines are inevitable. In other words, the scientific system is not only quantitatively growing, but it is also changing in the structure and function of the research position, the patterns of participation, and the objectives of scientific investment, which is done in the broad range of communication and comparison of ideas in a variety of disciplines. However, they did not specifically refer to the fund of knowledge boundary and its main characteristics in integration of scientific disciplines.

To our knowledge, each scientific discipline is a branch of knowledge with consistent relevant theories. Each discipline knowledge is divided into descriptive, prescriptive, and applied knowledge according to their goals, which answers the questions of that discipline. Data, information, and knowledge of each discipline are stored at a specific location. For example, medical researchers refer to Medline for information and knowledge they need, or researchers refer to Eric to search for an education-based knowledge. Their goal is to manage knowledge, communicate with experts and experienced individuals who need specific knowledge.

Interdisciplinarity does not limit itself to a scientific discipline to explain a phenomenon, intervention, behavioral change of the phenomenon, or determine the desired state of a phenomenon, but it goes beyond academic boundaries. Merged experiences usually occur when actors integrate theories, data, information, knowledge, or more disciplines, or a knowledge institution to increase basic understanding, produce new knowledge, or solve problems. Therefore, to search for knowledge stored in interdisciplinarity, we cannot limit ourselves to a single knowledge discipline and we need the same knowledge storage. For example: Due to the unimaginable increase in content production and the same knowledge storage, Google is the top facilitating and helpful search engine for extraction and display of the required information and knowledge from databases and sites.

7) Knowledge Human Resources

Millar (30), Lattuca (31), Jakab and Lukic (32) emphasize interdisciplinary learning and teaching are to prevent teachers and students from the separation of disciplines and target a combined knowledge. To our knowledge, participants, eg, faculty members and students, should go beyond academic boundaries in interdisciplinarity to find a way for a deep understanding of phenomena, creation, identification, and acquisition of knowledge from real experience. Integrated experiences will occur when learn-
ers face problems in real, wide, and unknown world; thus, they should cross different areas of past knowledge and enjoy various research methods.

The integrated learning experiences of students and faculty members are taking place in a complex situation outside of the discipline. Since these people are in different social positions, they look at the situation from different angles and understand different experiences. The challenge of integrated learning leads to the production of new knowledge with the goal of a comprehensive and deep understanding of complex phenomena and issues.

8) Knowledge Institutions

Palmer et al (33), Klein (34) Vosskamp et al (24), and Berte (35) confirmed numerous challenges for the application of interdisciplinarity in disciplinary institutions. Interdisciplinary activities are in contrast with traditional universities and research centers, as they bring together the disciplines and enable the knowledge to cross the disciplinary boundaries. Thus, they have addressed the reorganization of institutional space.

To our knowledge, the strategy of the traditional university structure should be changed. The academic spaces should be ready to integrate interdisciplinary principles. Interdisciplinary schools and departments should also be established. That is, instead of producing a discipline-based knowledge, interdisciplinary knowledge should be produced. This reform will solve academic or institutional structural challenges, communication, and team networks. Interdisciplinarity can be obtained with the creation of a shared vision among individuals and interactions between the formal and informal institutions in discipline-based universities.

9) Knowledge activities

The literature and writers such as Prager et al (36), Burger et al (37), Jacobs and Frickel (38), O’Rourke et al (39), and Johnson (40) have identified interdisciplinary activities in teaching, education, research, and professional activities.

As mentioned earlier, activities of research knowledge production, knowledge management, knowledge transfer, knowledge distribution, and the use of knowledge are dependent on scientific disciplines. Thus, interdisciplinary actors, in their various activities integrate knowledge and thinking methods into the disciplinary boundaries to reach a common understanding with the exchange and synthesis of knowledge and solve complex problems.

10) Knowledge Resources

According to Klein (34, 41), JAKAB and LUKIC (32), the richest source for interdisciplinary education and research is its enormous literature. This literature shows a wide range of interdisciplinary activities as well as its theoretical and ideological positions. Interdisciplinary activities in the field of applied research are distributed with regard to social, ethical, and political dimensions of a subject.

We believe the inactive and disciplinary mechanisms, transfer, and distribution of knowledge resulting from interdisciplinary research (eg, publishing articles in domestic and foreign journals or presenting them at domestic and foreign conferences, seminars, and congresses) do not have an effect on the active involvement of interdisciplinary actors. On the other hand, interdisciplinary literature is produced through its goal, which is combination of the knowledge of different disciplines to solve complex social problems. Therefore, a strategy should be devised to transfer interdisciplinary knowledge, provide its interactive distribution among researchers and different reader,s and cause changes in behavior and attitude.

11) Knowledge-related events

Berger et al (37) and Frost and Jean (42) are trying to arrange seminars or conferences to provide cross border solutions to the real-world issues of the universities and to discuss and develop relationships among different disciplines.

Nowadays, universities are organizing different seminars to deepen specialized disciplines so that the participants can discuss a particular issue in a specific discipline and obtain more and deeper information and new results. They may also try to hold conferences for negotiation, consultation, or exchange of information to find solutions and solve specific problems in a discipline.

Interdisciplinary seminars and conferences seem to be a valuable effort to change the attitude toward their discipline and other disciplines. The conference predisposes to discourse, pathology, and ultimately finds the right strategies and models for solution of real problems and development at the university.

12) Knowledge-based value addition

Andre and Frochot (43), while discussing the difficulties in evaluations of interdisciplinary research, believe recent developments in innovation reveal the complex, numerous, and opportunistic connections among systems that have gone beyond single disciplines. Social responsibility and attention to social needs and problem-solving emphasize interdisciplinary research, which should have a comprehensive view and bring about sustainable development.

Nowadays, with the expansion of the dimensions and speed of social changes and the development of the field of science, interdisciplinary activities are accelerated and the necessity of the connection among scientific disciplines has become inevitable. Effective use of professional or academic teams from several different disciplines can help find new solutions to the complex problems, social and economic questions of natural and political resources and reach economic and nonfinancial values, such as justice and sustainable development.

13) Stewardship

Holley (44) and Lyall et al (45) have proposed strategies for interdisciplinary actors to be successful in their performance. In other words, they are obliged to observe the rules and regulations of knowledge. To our knowledge, stewardship is to maintain the integrity of a discipline. Therefore, to ensure the integrity of individuals, functions, and the accountability of the larger scientific and social
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community, each discipline usually requires institutions that are responsible for policymaking, prioritization, strategic planning, function organization, monitoring, and accreditation in discipline. Stewardship is a function through which one can achieve the goals and ideals of a discipline. Examples of these institutions are scientific boards in disciplines with educational function and scientific associations whose function is research. An accreditation institution in a discipline is responsible for issuing a work license or a document certificate.

Therefore, in interdisciplinarity we will need changes in adjusting and implementing disciplinary standards.

Discussion

By reviewing the literature we found a great deal of effort and interest in theorizing interdisciplinary, classification, and differentiation of words; for example, multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity, etc. This existing literature does not respond to the new questions of interdisciplinary actors, how the disciplines are integrated, or to what degree different levels of interdisciplinarity show our knowledge gap in this regard.

Ghnassia and Seabury stated, "we need a structure to integrate interdisciplinarity, not merely thinking," which confirms this gap, and there is very little information (46).

Although the implementation of the interdisciplinarity plan is rare in the form of a theoretical framework, the results of some studies indicate that philosophers, writers, and experts in this field have focused on interdisciplinary distinctions and have considered a theoretical model necessary to build a more comprehensive and common view. Also, Kant (47), Habermas (48, 26) and Wilber (49, 26) argue the general epistemological structure of knowledge is based on more than one discipline and clearly point to the fact that the scientific disciplines have different descriptions of phenomena that are examined from the perspective of different disciplines and disciplines should be interconnected to achieve a common core perspective.

Stephen Toulmin stated, "Interdisciplinary ideas have been built based on disciplines and interdisciplinary studies depend on them." (9)

According to Boix Mansilla, "interdisciplinary understanding greatly takes much of its information from disciplinary activities" (7, 10).

Chrysostomou (50) believes scientific disciplines play an important role in interdisciplinary formation. Before an interdisciplinary integration, a clear and precise framework of scientific discipline should exist and the structure of the scientific discipline be identified. Otherwise, the result would be a shallow knowledge and superficial and irregular thinking.

Fuchsman and Henry, Razzaq et al, Newell, and Moran (4, 7, 51, 52) argue interdisciplinary activities are clearly evolving from disciplines. The disciplines divide knowledge into separate units, while interdisciplinarity integrates these separate units. Interdisciplinary activities can open the closed boundaries of disciplines and allow a multidimensional view to complex problems of the real world.

By reviewing the literature based on disciplinary boundaries explained from the results in the first stage of the study, a multilayered model was presented for interdisciplinary development (Fig. 2).

It seems that a multilayered model is a suitable model for illustrating the relationship and integration of the boundaries of different disciplines in interdisciplinary activities. In this process, we will see differences in philosophy, culture, language, priorities, aim, knowledge, human resource, institution, resources, interactions, and economic and noneconomic values. Implementing interdisciplinary relationships and integration requires further study of the methods that establish relationships among boundaries. In the next section of study, we will examine the operationalization of this theoretical model in interdisciplinary activities to have a clear understanding of operationalizing interdisciplinary activities.

Conclusion

Interdisciplinary activities focus on integrating the boundaries of the scientific discipline to solve complex real-world problems. For interdisciplinary, the artificial boundaries of the disciplines should be broken and opened; therefore, disciplinary specialists with the goal of solving complex social problems go beyond the disciplinary boundaries and reduce the distance or the displacement of the disciplinary boundaries.

Thus, we first began to explain the disciplinary boundaries in 13 levels, and then proposed a multilayered model of interdisciplinary development by examining the views of the experts in this field, and with the opinion and synthesis of researchers of this study on each of the disciplinary boundaries. It seems this model can effectively support and bring the goals of interdisciplinary programs closer to practical reality.
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